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Lisa Jackson is a culture and employee 
experience expert for  CompTeam, as well as 
the founder of Corporate Culture Pros.  She 
has advised organizations such as Merck, 
Schering Plough, Amgen, J&J, Neogenomics, 
LiveOnNY, and many others to restore 
performance and profitable growth during and 
following major change (merger, fast growth, 
turnaround).  Lisa's speciality is showing you 
how culture is a performance engine and 
competitive advantage - to achieve true 
alignment and passionate commitment, from 
C-level to the front lines. 

In addition, Char founded HR with a Heart and helps 
individuals with career transformation. She helps 
organizations achieve company mission, vision, and goals 
with the best talent! 
In 2013, Char founded RMHA, a fast-growing consulting 
firm that provides strategic business consulting in talent 
management, organizational development, performance 
effectiveness, human capital management, executive 
leadership training and development.
Char has strong HR experience as an influential, 
entrepreneurial and strategic thought leader designing 
organizational structure and framework for creating a 
culture of excellence, innovation, compassion, and ethics in 
large-scale highly matrixed healthcare, corporate, 
hospitality, non-profit and government organizations.

Sam is the CEO and founder of CompTeam.
His core focus is leading companies through 
transformational change by optimizing talent 
initiatives with reward programs to achieve long-
term strategic objectives.  
Sam’s diverse experience includes the design 
and optimization of performance-driven variable 
compensation plans for executive, sales and 
core employee populations of growing 
companies.
Prior to founding CompTeam, Sam has worked in 
compensation functions of notable firms such 
as BlackRock,  McKesson and Automatic Data 
Processing (ADP).
Sam is a global certified compensation 
consultant (CCP, GRP) with over 15 years of 
experience in Total Reward Strategies.



Todays Guest

Sumit is based in India, 
and has a Master’s 
degree in HR from 
XLRI, Jamshedpur and 
a Bachelor’s degree in 
Civil Engineering from 
Punjab Engineering 
College

SUMIT SINGLA
Founder, eleventHR Consulting 

• Sumit has been working in HR & HR consulting roles for 16+ years across 
sectors and verticals and  specializes in organization design, well-being, 
storytelling & design thinking, and performance management. In his career 
with consulting firms such as Aon, Deloitte and Accenture, he has successfully 
led programs aimed at total HR transformation for clients.

• Recently, as Associate Director for India Consulting at Deloitte, he worked 
with clients on cultural transformation and HR process and policy design. He 
also organized and spoke at conferences and events about a variety of topics 
relevant to HR today.

• In this session, Sumit takes us through the creation of an Employer Value 
Proposition (EVP) and how, irrespective of the current scenario, create a 
brand that brings the employee experience to life and stands the test of time 
.”



Todays Guest
Julie Miller Davis, CEO/Founder

• Julie works with business owners and leaders getting them laser 
focused and efficient at conducting their daily business and working 
through road-blocks they may be facing. 

• Julie has led and developed highly successful teams, helped hundreds 
of  people build their own businesses, putting goals closer in reach 
than they may have thought possible. 

• Julie’s experience as an educator for over 20 years has made her the 
trainer she is, and an expert in curriculum and presentation materials 
for whomever she is working. 

• FIND JULIE :  LinkedIn/JulieMillerDavis

• A Gift for you: JulieMillerDavis.com/daily-productivity-
planner/

JMD Productivity 

Training offers 

workshops, talks, and 

coaching that moves 

business owners into 

higher levels of  excellence 

through innovation and 

proactive planning and 

problem solving.  

https://juliemillerdavis.com/daily-productivity-planner/
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SAYING YES TO THE RIGHT 
THINGS IN TIMES OF 

UNCERTAINTY

Julie Miller Davis



THE JUGGLER



ALL THINGS ARE NOT EQUALLY IMPORTANT

Will power vs. 

Won’t power
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TO-DO LIST MANAGEMENT—3 D’S SYSTEM TM

✓Do It.

✓Delegate It.

✓Dump It.
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YOUR FREE GIFT

Julie Miller Davis

Daily Productivity Planner

Saying Yes to the Right Things in
Unexpected Times

juliemillerdavis.com/daily-productivity-planner/

https://juliemillerdavis.com/daily-productivity-planner/


Take Action Now!

FREE GIFT

Complementary

First Come, First Serve Basis
Sign up HERE:

Email sam@compteam.net

Contact Us

SAM REEVE, CCP, GRP    
CEO & founder
1 970 403 5775

sam@compteam.net

mailto:sam@compteam.net
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We found that financial 

advisors are 37% more likely 

to commit misconduct if they 

encounter a new co-worker 

with a history of misconduct. 

This result implies that 

misconduct has a social 

multiplier of 1.59 — meaning 

that, on average, each case 

of misconduct results in an 

additional 0.59 cases of 

misconduct through peer 

effects.



A recent study found that 

53 percent of business 

owners believe that they 

can grow their business 

by more than 20 percent 

if they delegate 10 

percent of their workload 

to someone else. So do 

it.



Smart CEOs, on the other 

hand, use the "70 percent 

rule." Put simply, if the person 

the CEO would like to perform 

the task is able to do it at least 

70 percent as well as she can, 

she should delegate it. 

Is it frustrating that the task 

won't be done with the same 

degree of perfection or 

perceived perfection that the 

CEO herself could achieve? 

Sure! 

But let go of perfection.

https://www.inc.com/magazine/201209/inc-staff/survey-of-inc-500-ceos-how-they-work.html


You may be able to 

delegate authority but a 

leader cannot fully 

delegate accountability.




